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SEX EDUCATION SHOULD BE MADE MANDATORY IN SCHOOLS
“PEER PRESSURE” the most common word used as an excuse for destroying many lives and
families. Adolescent the showoffs who believe in showoffs just to prove to their Peer group that
they have the courage and can do anything”. This age is the Rebellion age where how much
restrictions are applied on the child to save them it reacts completely opposite and so they land
up in such a situation where if they would have been guided properly would never ever had to
end up.
Schools are places where every child spends the maximum time of their growing years and so it
could be feasible for them to guide their students in the right direction. About 44% of viewers 1 in
India who visit porn sites are aged between 18-24 years. How schools would be able to
diversify the mindsets of the young ones before they get caught up in the trap of fake sex
education? As schools have much control over the behavior of their students and are able to
understand the physiology of students due to which they would be able to diversify the mindset
of the young one make him aware of the Sex Education.
Educates both Male and Female about:
•

Prevention from diseases which can only be transferred or get caught through sexual
intercourse only,

•

Provides knowledge about how to use contraceptives or which type of contraceptives
should be used and what harm does it do to a women’s body,

•

Prevention from early pregnancy,

•

About how the menstrual cycle works and when is it safe to have sex and when not,

•

When does the reproductive system get completely developed,

•

About puberty2 (what happens and when does it happen),

•

Difference between sex and rape.

1. Referred from https://www.firstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/despite-porn-ban-india-is-3rd-largest-porn-watcherwith-30-female-users-5721351.html last viewed on 9/04/2020 at 5:40 pm.
2. Referred article https://courses.lumenlearning.com/suny-ap2/chapter/development-of-the-male-and-femalereproductive-systems/ for further detailed information on Puberty last viewed on 9/04/2020 at 6:00 pm.
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If proper hygiene can be made understood to the girls of 12-13 years of the age group who would
have or who would be entering into the stage of menstruation cycle every month then why not
the sex education. One main reason is early marriage pregnancy which results in
malnutrition3 child. The word has been interpreted in a very wrong way by not only the NonEducated class but also by the Educated class of the society as they feel it is taboo and so they
don’t discuss. There’s no harm in guiding this generation that what they actually consider as sex
education by porn sites is a type of “RAPE EDUCATION”.
How Rape Education and not Sex Education?
If it would have been sex education then it would have shown that when a reproductive organ
does get developed or what are the hormonal changes occurs in both the genders and what will
happen if proper caution is not taken care of during sexual intercourse? Will it lead to STDs
(Sexually Transmitted Diseases) or how will the other diseases like HIV or AIDS get
transferred? And most importantly it fails to guide their viewers that not all women outside are
ready and you don’t need to take consent for sexual intercourse.
We always forget that we see in this porn sites are just reel live i.e. it is scripted part which is
lacked by the viewers of porn site which is shown in an exit interview but the viewers are only
concern with the sex act and not in what they are saying after the act is completed which leads to
an interpretation that every girl in every country is always ready and just wants to get sexually
intimacy from a guy and when she says no and denies her consent then arises Rape as the male
ego gets hurt because our brain remembers every activity which our eyes have seen and when the
person tries to re-create the exact same scene and finds that the women are not happy during the
forceful intercourse it gives rise his MALE EGO and then he hurts the victim so badly that it
results in the Rape cases like NIRBHAYA 4 and Dr. PRIYANKA REDDY5.

3. Referred from https://fit.thequint.com/her-health/teenage-pregnancies-in-india last viewed on 9/04/2020 at 6:21
pm.
4. Mukesh & Anr vs State For Nct Of Delhi & Ors
5. Referred from https://cutacut.com/2019/12/04/after-being-raped-and-killed-priyanka-reddys-name-has-beensearched-8-million-times-on-adult-websites/last viewed on 9/04/2020 at 5:47 pm.
Priyanka Reddy was gang-raped, then suffocated to death and then burned few. “Dr. Priyanka Reddy was searched
for more than 8 million times for her rape video on adult sites.”
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Just to fulfill the demands of the viewers there are different kinds of crimes that take place such
as Kidnapping, human trafficking and while doing so they drugs the actors who work in the
particular act in such a high dose that they have no knowledge of what has happened with them.
The demand from the viewers changes as they have not much interest in the regular porn which
is provided by the site and so they search different kind of act where they could find “FORCE,
EXTREME, and VIOLENCE” in the sex act just so that she does not feel pain cocaine is stuffed
inside her lower abdomen.
GANG BANG is when a woman gives her will and free consent and is ready to get sexual
intercourse with multiple men whereas GANG RAPE when women are forced to have sexual
intercourse with multiple men against her will and consent…this thin line difference is not
understood by our society.
Why do we want to create more number of rape cases and such devils in our society when we
can take a perfect step at this time as the society is growing towards western culture carrying
along with our own traditional culture and so this is why we need more number of schools along
with the curriculum to literate more members of our society and make them move towards the
brighter sight of the world.
Our law is diversified and varied; we do have punishment for the wrongdoers where both men
and women are seen as equal and punished for their wrong done. We can reduce the burden of
our legal system by adding up Sex Education as an official subject which is supposed to be
taught to every student and to bring back the faith in law and justice….. Justice delayed is not
justice denied. But why not improve the system by guidance to the future so that none of the
parents spend their nights worrying that are their daughters or their sons not involved in
something which can ruin their entire life. When other countries 6 are progressing by
implementing sex education as their regular curriculum which has proved as an effective method
in reducing crime rates related to the sexual offence and even in early teenage pregnancies.

6. Referred from https://www.seeker.com/which-countries-have-the-best-sex-education-1792604688.html last
viewed on 12/04/2020 at 12:31 pm.
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No doubt we the people of India are staunch believers in God and our religions don’t permit us to
have sexual intercourse except with our life partners and not with anyone else. We so strongly
believe in our religion and what our holy book says to us. Then why do we commit such crimes
which are forbidden not in eyes of law but also in our religious book???
By adding up Sex Education in coming future life we are giving them blessings and are nurturing
them that what we could not receive when it was necessary we would give it to you. As parents
always try to give the best and true to their children then why not sex education which will
decide their future?
For teaching this subject we need experts who can help us are ready to talk and explain the
Adolescents in their own language in their own style that what porn site are shown is not sex
education but it is a rape education and we don’t want such devils in our society we want the
country to proceed in such direction where everyone and anyone feels safe to move around and
not like old school thinking teacher who used to skip the REPRODUCTIVE CHAPTERS in
schools as time has changed and as a boon, we have the technology but as a curse, we are using
it.
Education helps a young mind to develop and take decisions so they could live their life in a
better way and so if sex education is mixed in this young mind then it will be able to
acknowledge what is good for his own body even for others.
When we moving in the direction of progress in every field then why just we don’t accept that it
is an urgent need to add up Comprehensive sexuality Education (CSE) as a subject which will
help us to shape our future better and more progressive and where dominancy of one gender over
other would not destroy life, In fact, it will help the inferior to progress.
SEX EDUCATION must be included with “Art. 21-A and Art. 457” as we belong to the country
whose population is 133.92 crore. The reason we have such a huge amount of population is lack
7. Right to education does not only falls under the Directive Principle of State Policy but is also a Fundamental
Right as it falls under the Article 21A:- to provide free and compulsory education to children of age 6 to 14 years as
a Fundamental Right in such a manner as the State may, by law, determine.
Referred from https://mhrd.gov.in/rte last viewed on 12/04/2020 at 1:12 pm
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of education regarding both the literature education and more of sex education. Why is the age
criteria fixed for free education? The age criteria are so fixed as the child gets his 90%8 of the
brain developed by the age of 5 years and so is able to understand the difference between black
and white, right and wrong. Thus schools are the only one of the best and the most available
option which can change the view of students towards the reality as to what porn site teaches is
not sex education.

Article 45 of Indian Constitution 1950:Provision for free and compulsory education for children The State shall
endeavor to provide, within a period of ten years from the commencement of this Constitution, for free and
compulsory education for all children until they complete the age of fourteen years (same as mentioned in Article
21-A but the only word missing in Art.45 is FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT
Referred from https://indiankanoon.org/doc/237570/ last viewed on 12/04/2020 at 1:29 pm
8. Referred from https://www.firstthingsfirst.org/early-childhood-matters/brain-development/ last viewed on
13/04/2020 at 2:33 pm
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